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Abstract
An initial manufacturing plan may not consider the particular implementation of flexible
manufacturing cells (FMCs). Therefore, the FMC is subject to modelling and simulation to evaluate
and correct the production plan using feedback. In the case of highly shared resource contention,
deadlock and blocking present an inevitable, unavoidable problem, and corrections may be required
for production plans. However, by using existing Petri net model theories and certain simulation
software for model establishment, the structure and scale of the model may vary with changes in the
parts, machines, and robots. This results in a cumbersome and complicated model building process. To
address this practical problem, a token-oriented Petri net model theory is therefore proposed. The
movable directions of a token are detected to determine if the firing conditions are satisfied. To avoid
deadlock, the token first predicts the status of resource utilization prior to decision-making when
entering the transporting-transition state. Accordingly, during the model run, events are triggered
against the expected time, and transitions are thereby enabled and fired. An improved machine
processing plan and robotic transporting plan may be obtained via path scenario deduction. In this
study, classic case data were processed for simulation analysis of the manufacturing job, which
verified the validity of the model algorithm.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the organizational hierarchy of an enterprise, as well as cooperation with the
delegation of responsibilities, upper management may not fully consider the particular
implementation of flexible manufacturing cells. Thus, only an initial production plan
involving parts and machines will be formulated. However, in the case of highly shared
resource contention, deadlock and blocking present an inevitable, unavoidable problem.
Furthermore, corrections may be required for production plans based on the status of the
actual implementation. To ensure the implementation of production plans, modelling and
simulation are most often required to evaluate and correct the production plan by using
feedback and ensuring mutual coordination until the requirements are satisfied.
Petri nets have been used extensively in automated manufacturing [1]. Many research
achievements in this area have become available. Li and Zhou and Li et al. employed the
process-oriented Petri net (POPN) [2, 3], whereby the flow of system parts can be clearly
demonstrated by the model structure. Alla et al. and Viswanadham and Narahari proposed the
coloured Petri net (CPN) [4, 5], which enables operation places to accommodate parts of
different types, while enabling resource places to contain the various resources. Other
scholars have proposed the object-oriented Petri net (OOPN) [6], which features modularity
and the coordination of various operating modules via messages and gate connections. In
addition, Wu, Wu and Zhou, Wu et al. proposed the resource-oriented Petri net (ROPN)
[7-10]. In ROPN, the parts manufacturing process is based on sequential access to resources
DOI:10.2507/IJSIMM15(3)CO14
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according to the parts along predefined processing paths. In terms of dynamic changes, the
intelligent token Petri net was established [11]. Hence, once changes, such as machine failures
and machine reconfigurations, are detected, a new path flow of parts is constructed to form a
new Petri net.
Representative simulation software systems for flexible manufacturing systems developed
by China for job-shop scheduling include the following: job-shop scheduling simulation
software, factory simulation scheduling environment, intelligent rule-based scheduling system
[12], and flexible manufacturing systems simulators [13]. Other reputable flexible
manufacturing system simulation software includes AutoMod, Quest, AutoSched,
JobTimePlus, Factor, Factor/Aim and SIMNETD. The above simulation software focuses on
the layout modelling and operating of specific equipment. Consequently, specific welltargeted statistical analyses and scheduling rules may become available. However, the
simulation models vary with the changes in parts and resources.
To address the above issue, a token-oriented Petri net model theory is proposed.
Additionally, core algorithms were developed, including an intelligent function of transitions,
a deadlock control policy, and scenario deduction. A simulation system was furthermore
implemented with functions in deadlock control and plan correction, thereby addressing
existing problems in modelling and simulation of manufacturing cells. Moreover, a
calculation was performed based on classic case data, which verified the validity of the
simulation model algorithm.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the flexible manufacturing cell, a robot handles the transporting of parts between the
equipment and rack. The in-cell equipment is represented by machinem (m = 1, 2, …, MC), the
set of rack locations is denoted by Store, the input station is represented by In, the output
station is Out, and the transporting robots are denoted by robotr (r = 1, 2, …, R). This paper is
based on the following assumptions:
(1) Each machine processes only one part at a time;
(2) Each part is processed on only one machine at the very same moment;
(3) Once a part occupies one specific machine, other part cannot pre-empt it;
(4) One operation may be processed by multiple machines;
(5) The expected processing time of a specific operation may be computed based on an
NC program;
(6) Rack, transporting robots, and input and output stations are not subject to faults;
(7) Once the operation of a part is finished, the robot may immediately move to
transporting. If the machine required for the next operation is not available, then the
part is placed on the rack, which is directly situated on the machine for processing if
the target machine is idle;
(8) If the subsequent operation of the part is processed by the same machine, the robot
does not proceed with transporting after the current operation is completed;
(9) The part being transported may pre-empt in advance the targeted machine for
processing.
Subsequent to the initial production plan developed by upper management, a
computational simulation is required to obtain machine processing plans and robotic
transportation planning. These are fed back to upper management for evaluation and analysis.
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3. TOKEN-ORIENTED PETRI NET
3.1 Definition
The formal definition of a token-oriented Petri net (TOPN) is denoted as:

TOPN = (P, IT, F, M, K, E, Θ)
(1)
where P represents a set of places, IT is a set of intelligent transitions, F represents a set of
arcs, M represents markings, K denotes the capacity function, E represents a real-time
enabling function of tokens, and Θ is a set of tokens in the net, of which P, F, M, and K
employ definitions that are identical to those of existing Petri nets [11]. Extensions of
notations are primarily made to Θ, E, and IT in this paper.
Firstly, Θ is a set of tokens in the Petri net. Information of a token includes basic
properties of parts, machines, or robots. Token θ is graphically denoted by a coloured small
solid oval. Next, E represents the real-time enabling function of tokens, θ.enableNext(τ)
denoting the movable direction of a token at a particular time, τ. Lastly, IT represents a set of
intelligent transitions, graphically denoted by |O|, a circle braced with two vertical lines. Input
transition function it.fireIn(τ) moves appropriate tokens in the pre-place into a transition;
output transition function it.fireOut(τ) moves the in-transition tokens into suitable subsequent
places.
In the token-oriented Petri net, places and transitions are defined in alignment with
potential path scenarios for tokens. In the manufacturing cell, machines, robots, and parts may
be defined as tokens, which undergo clear and bounded path scenarios. For example,
machines encounter idle and processing scenarios. Potential scenarios for robots include
‘stationary, fetching a part, carrying a part, placing a part, and no-load motion’. Potential
scenarios for parts normally consist of ‘waiting at the external input buffer zone, part input,
waiting at the input station, being fetched by the robot form input station, remaining over the
robotic arm, being placed onto the machine, being ready for processing, being processed,
waiting on the machine, being fetched by robots from the machine, remaining over the robotic
arm, being placed onto the output station, being fetched externally, and waiting at the external
output buffer zone.
In the case in which no machines are available, the part must be placed on the rack.
Possible related scenarios may include ‘remaining over the robotic arm, being robotically
placed on the rack location, waiting in the rack, and being selected from the rack by the
robots’. Places and transitions are established based on these scenarios and evolution paths.
Then, places or transitions of an identical nature are respectively merged. Thus, tokens reside
in and move through these transitions and places aligned with their own properties.
Despite the complicated and diversified layouts of manufacturing cells in real-world
manufacturing, modelling based on potential path scenarios of machines, robots, and parts, as
well as the structure and scale of the established model, may be fixed. Furthermore, tokens
must only reside in and move through a constant number of places and transitions, thereby
changing in machines, robots and parts do not require repeated modelling.
3.2 Identification of Petri nets
Tokens are significant in the token-oriented Petri net. Therefore, the traditional approach to
identifying Petri nets using the number of tokens in the place, or token colouring, has become
unsuitable. Hence, the marking method adopted in this paper is denoted as:
M(Net) =∑Pp{θ1, θ2, …, θu} +∑ITit{θ`1, θ`2, …, θ`v}(u, v = 1, 2, …)
(2)
where Net is TOPN, M(Net) represents the marking of this net, Pp{θ1, θ2, …, θu} means that
tokens θ1, θ2, …, θu reside in place Pp, and ITit{θ`1, θ`2, …, θ`v} means that tokens θ`1, θ`2, …,
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θ`v reside in transition ITit. For simplicity in markings, places or transitions with no residing
tokens may be omitted.
3.3 Formal statement of scenario deduction
Assume that the marking of the Petri net is M at particular time τ. After a certain duration of
time, a firing event occurs at time τ`, which changes the marking of the Petri net from M to M`
In the case in which transition (it) input is enabled to fire, the corresponding appropriate
tokens in the pre-place are moved into transition (it) to create new tokens.
M`(p) = M(p) – {θp}, p ∈ •it

(3)

M`(it) = M(it) + {θit}

(4)
•

where θp represents tokens in place p that are selected to move, p ∈ it denotes the pre-place of
transition (it), and θit represents newly created tokens in transition (it).
In the case in which transition (it) output is enabled to fire, the corresponding appropriate
tokens in (it) are moved into the corresponding subsequent place to create new tokens.
M`(it) = M(it) – {θit}
(5)
M`(p) = M(p) + {θp}, p ∈ it• ∩ θit •
(6)
where θit represents tokens in the transition (it) selects to move, θp represents newly created
tokens in place p, it• denotes the subsequent place of transition (it), and θit • represents a set of
movable directions of tokens. To note, after the enabled firing of the transition output, new
creation of tokens will not occur in all subsequent places of this transition, which will only
occur in the subsequent places directed by θit •.
After the fired transition, the new marking of the Petri net is denoted by M`= M`P + M`IT,
which corresponds to time τ`. By combining the marking and corresponding time as a system
state, S(M, τ) → S(M`, τ`) denotes that the system state changes from S(M, τ) to S(M`, τ`) after
the duration of time (τ`-τ).

4. MAJOR ALGORITHMS
4.1 Intelligent function of transition
When token θ in place p at particular time τ fires an event, it.fireIn(τ) (it∈p•) executes the
algorithm outlined below.
Algorithm of transition input function
Step 1: Check if •it are all marked; if not, then proceed to Step 10;
Step 2: Scan •it, obtain the total number of previous places, m, and then initialize i = 1;
Step 3: Obtain previous place: Ppre[i] ∈•it;
Step 4: Obtain the total number of tokens n for Ppre[i], and initialize the set of movable
tokens TokensCarryi, j = 1;
Step 5: Obtain token θj. If it ∈ θj .enableNext(τ), then add token θj to TokensCarryi;
Step 6: j = j + 1. If j ≤ n, then proceed to Step 5; otherwise, perform Step 7;
Step 7: If TokensCarryi is null, then proceed to Step 10;
Step 8: i = i + 1. If i ≤ m, then proceed to Step 3; otherwise, perform Step 9;
Step 9: Move tokens sorted first in the production plan from TokensCarryi to transition (it);
Step 10: End the algorithm.
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When token θ in transition (it) at particular time τ fires an event, it implements the
algorithm outlined below.
Algorithm of transition output function
Step 1: Execute θ.enableNext(τ). If it is null, then proceed to Step 7; otherwise, execute
the capacity function K, where θ.enableNext(τ) points. In the case of the upper bound of the
capacity, proceed to Step 7;
Step 2: Obtain the total number of subsequent places m that are accessible to tokens, and
initialize i = 1;
Step 3: Obtain subsequent place, Ppost[i] ∈ θ.enableNext(τ) ⊆ it•;
Step 4: Separate elements from token, and create new tokens to deposit in place Ppost[i];
Step 5: i = i + 1. If i ≤ m, then proceed to Step 3; otherwise, perform Step 6;
Step 6: Remove token θ from transition (it);
Step 7: End the algorithm.
4.2 Deadlock and blocking control policy
In flexible manufacturing cells furnished with transporting robots, deadlock and blocking
result from incorrect robotic transporting instructions. To avoid this problem, token 
representing the part first predicts the status of resource utilization prior to decision-making
on entering the transporting transition state. In this case, tokens in rack places are employed.
The algorithm below is an example.
Algorithm of real-time enabling function of tokens in rack places
Step 1: If the processing of the part represented by token θ is finished, then return the
transporting transition and proceed to Step 6;
Step 2: Obtain set machineSet from the place of idle machines. If it is null, then return null
and proceed to Step 6;
Step 3: Identify from the system the part being robotically transported. In the case in
which this part will soon occupy a machine, then add that machine to set machineSetOccupy.
In addition, remove the element contained in machineSetOccupy from machineSet;
Step 4: Obtain the set of machines, machineRequire, that are available to perform the next
operation for the part represented by token θ;
Step 5: If an element of machineRequire is also contained in machineSet, then return the
transporting transition; otherwise, return null;
Step 6: End the algorithm.
4.3 Scenario deduction algorithm
Machines selected in alignment with operations, including operation sequences identified in
the job-shop plan, adopt the coding method defined in the literature [14]. In real-world
manufacturing, the job-shop production plan is typically first identified. Then, performance
indicators are computed. Accordingly, events are fired during the model run based on the
planning and scheduling prioritization and expected processing time.
However, the initial job-shop production plan may not account for the particular
implementation, which is subject to corrections in the actual manufacturing. Tokens in the
Petri net model continue firing events to enable transitions for scenario deductions. This
improves job-shop production plans; moreover, robotic transporting instructions are enabled
via path scenario deduction based on the Petri net model theory. The scenario deduction
algorithm is described below.
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Scenario deduction algorithm
Step 1: Place currentState and currentTime in statePath;
Step 2: Obtain the initial job-shop production plan, identify the machines selected in
alignment with operations and operation sequences, and obtain the list of operations
(operationList). Additionally, obtain the total number of operations, m, initialize i = 1, and set
the status change flag, isChange, to false;
Step 3: Scan the list of operations (operationList), and find operation i;
Step 4: Find the part aligned with this operation, and identify the token containing this
part under currentState;
Step 5: Let this token fire an event at currentTime and report its property;
Step 6: Combine related tokens to determine whether some transitions can be enabled;
Step 6.1: If no transitions can be enabled, then i = i + 1. If i ≤ m, then proceed to Step 3;
Step 6.2: If a transition can be enabled, then perform an intelligent transition to obtain
the new state, and update the status change flag, isChange, to true;
Step 7: If this token fires an end event, and this operation is not the last one of a certain
part, then add this operation to finishedOperationList. If this operation is the last one of a
certain part, then wait until the robotic transporting is completed before adding it to
finishedOperationList;
Step 8: If i < m, then i = i + 1, and proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, perform Step 9;
Step 9: Remove the operations contained in finishedOperationList from operationList;
Step 10: Determine whether the state changes. If it changes, then isChange = true. If there
still exists an operation in operationList, then i = 1, and proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, perform
Step 11;
Step 11: Based on currentTime and the current Petri net marking, create a new state and
place it in statePath;
Step 12: Based on the properties of tokens in the current Petri net marking, as well as on
the expected time of firing events, calculate the time required for the next fireable event
triggered by tokens;
Step 13: If the time required for the next fireable event triggered by tokens is infinite, no
fireable events will be triggered by tokens. Proceed to Step 16;
Step 14: If the time required for the next fireable event triggered by at least one token is
not infinite, i.e. there exists at least one token to trigger a fireable event, then find the soonest
time to trigger the event as the new currentTime;
Step 15: If the new currentTime does not exceed the defined time duration, T, and
operations still exist in operationList, then initialize i = 1, set the status change flag isChange
to false, and proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, perform Step 16;
Step 16: End the algorithm; and statePath is attained.
Algorithm to obtain robotic transporting instructions from path scenario deduction
Step 1: Obtain the total number of state from state path, n, and initialize i = 1;
Step 2: Scan state path, find state i, and produce the Petri net marking;
Step 3: Obtain the total number of tokens, m, in the Petri net marking, and initialize j = 1;
Step 4: Produce token j;
Step 5: If the token belongs to the one representing an idle robot, and j < m, then j = j + 1,
and proceed to Step 4;
Step 6: If the token does not contain a robot and j < m, then j = j + 1, and proceed to Step 4;
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Step 7: Obtain the robot from the token;
Step 8: Add the token to the robotic transporting instruction list;
Step 9: If j < m, then j = j + 1, and proceed to Step 4;
Step 10: If i < n, then i = i + 1, and proceed to Step 2;
Step 11: Obtain the robotic transporting instructions, and graphically denote with Gantt
charts the planning of these instructions.
Machines are selected in alignment with operation sequences defined in the job-shop
production plan. Moreover, the processing status of various operation sequences can be
learned from the parts. Therefore, the status of operation sequences processed by all machines,
as well as the improved job-shop production plan, can be obtained simply by acquiring the
Petri net marking of the last state contained in state path.
Algorithm to obtain operation sequences of machines from path scenario deduction
Step 1: Obtain the state path;
Step 2: Scan state path, find the last state, and produce the Petri net marking;
Step 3: Obtain the total number of tokens, m, and initialize i = 1;
Step 4: Produce token i;
Step 5: If the token belongs to the input buffer and i < m, then i = i + 1, and proceed to Step
4;
Step 6: If the token does not contain the part and i < m, then i = i + 1, and proceed to Step
4;
Step 7: Obtain the data of the part from the token. In addition, obtain the total number of
operations, n, to be processed for this part, and initialize j = 1;
Step 8: Read operation j to be processed for this part;
Step 9: If the current operation is not assigned to a machine and j < n, then j = j + 1, and
proceed to Step 8;
Step 10: If the current operation is not being processed and j < n, then j = j + 1, and proceed
to Step 8;
Step 11: If the current operation is not completed, then the completion time will be
computed based on the expected processing time;
Step 12: Obtain the machine assigned to the operation;
Step 13: Add the given operation to the machine operation list;
Step 14: If j < n then j = j + 1, and proceed to Step 8;
Step 15: If i < m, then i = i + 1, and proceed to Step 4;
Step 16: Obtain the operation lists of all machines, and graphically denote with Gantt
charts the jobs of all machines.

5. MODEL ALGORITHM APPLICATIONS
Java was adopted to implement the simulation model algorithm proposed in this paper. Some
of the jobs for the flexible job-shop were sourced from the literature [14], as presented in
Table I. The time for robotic motion between adjacent equipment was assumed to be one.
The initial production planning and scheduling given by upper management are shown in
Table II. The fireable events were triggered based on machines selected in alignment with the
operations and the operation sequences defined in the initial production plan. A portion of the
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Gantt chart screen capture, as shown in Fig. 1, was obtained following a simulation model
run.
The production plan for the actual manufacturing operation is presented in Table III.
Obtained after the simulation computation, it can be adopted for communicating with upper
management or for guiding the preparation of materials. Nevertheless, it is best targeted to
real-life production scenarios.
Table I: Flexible job-shop problem of six machines and three parts.
Parts

Operation

J1

J2

J3

Candidate Processing Machines
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

O11

2

3

4

---

---

---

O12

---

3

---

2

4

---

O13

1

4

5

---

---

---

O21

3

---

5

---

2

---

O22

4

3

---

---

6

---

O23

---

---

4

---

7

11

O31

5

6

---

---

---

---

O32

---

4

---

3

5

---

O33

---

---

13

---

9

12

Table II: Initial production planning and scheduling.
SN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Operation

O11

O31

O21

O12

O22

O13

O32

O33

O23

Machine

M2

M1

M5

M4

M1

M1

M4

M6

M5

Time

3

5

2

2

4

1

3

12

7

Figure 1: Gantt chart of in-cell processing and transporting.
Table III: Actual production planning and scheduling.
SN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Operation

O11

O31

O12

O21

O13

O32

O33

O22

O23

Machine

M2

M1

M4

M5

M1

M4

M6

M1

M5

Time

3

5

2

2

1

3

12

4

7
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In the Gantt chart in Fig. 1, the rectangle denotes the start or completion time of the
operation. The description of the transporting instructions for robots consists of the following
four portions. The first portion refers to robots (R1), the second portion indicates parts (P1,
P2), the third portion denotes whether to fetch a part (F) or to place a part (omitted here), and
the last portion represents the equipment. For example, R1 P1 Fin means that robot R1 fetches
part P1 from input station In. R1 P1 M2 means that robot R1 places part P1 on machine M2. In
the case of a robotic in-motion dodge, F represents ‘From’ and T denotes ‘To’ in terms of the
position movement. For example, R2 F2 T5 means that robot R2 moves from Position 2 to
Position 5.
An additional test of the simulation algorithm proposed in this paper was conducted. The
data on various scales and different degrees of flexibility sourced from the flexible job-shop
classic case [15] were processed for the manufacturing job computation. Owing to space
constraints herein, and without loss of generality, an mt06 case with three degrees of
flexibility sourced from vdata of Hurink data is presented. Figs. 2 and 3 show Gantt charts
with two and three robots, respectively, which were obtained following a model run of the
simulation algorithm.

Figure 2: Gantt chart screen capture of an mt06 case with three degrees of flexibility and two robots.

Figure 3: Gantt chart screen capture of an mt06 case with three degrees of flexibility and three robots.

Based on the computational experiment, and by using the simulation system developed
according to the token-oriented Petri net model theory, the flexible manufacturing cell had to
be modelled only once. From that point, the input of information on parts, machines, and
robots enabled the simulation model to be run for operating results. Changes in the above
information did not require repeated modelling. Moreover, the production plan derived from
the simulation remained deadlock-free for a smooth implementation. The Gantt charts for the
evaluation and feedback were thereby produced for machine processing and robotic
transporting plans. This result thus verifies the validity of the proposed simulation model
algorithm.
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6. CONCLUSION
The initial master manufacturing plan typically considers only parts and machines. Therefore,
the flexible manufacturing cell is subject to the modelling and simulation for evaluating and
correcting the production plan with feedback. Nevertheless, by using the traditional Petri net
model theory for model establishment, the structure and scale of the model can vary with
changes in parts, machines, or robots, which results in a cumbersome and complicated model
building process.
In current simulation software for flexible manufacturing systems, layout modelling and
the operating of specific equipment are emphasized. Therefore, the simulation model varies in
accordance with the changes in parts and resources. The token-oriented Petri net model theory
was therefore proposed. Additionally, core algorithms were developed, including the
intelligent function of transitions, a deadlock control policy, and scenario deduction, to
address existing problems in the modelling and simulation of manufacturing cells.
In this paper, the classic case data were processed for computational experiments of the
manufacturing job. Accordingly, the flexible manufacturing cells were not subject to repeated
modelling. The production plan derived from the simulation remained deadlock-free for
smooth implementation, and Gantt charts for evaluation and feedback for machine processing
and robotic transporting plans were effectively produced. This result verifies the validity of
the proposed simulation model algorithm.
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